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ABSTRACT

This work documents our experience of improving the scheduler in Alibaba Function Compute, a public FaaS platform. It commences with our observation that memory and CPU are under-utilized in most FaaS sandboxes. A natural solution is to overcommit VM resources when allocating sandboxes, whereas the ensuing contention may cause performance degradation and compromise user experience. To complicate matters, the degradation in FaaS can arise from external factors, such as failed dependencies of user functions.

We design Owl to achieve both high utilization and performance stability. It introduces a customizable rule system for users to specify their tolerance of degradation, and overcommits resources with a dual approach. (1) For less-invoked functions, it allocates resources to the sandboxes with usage-based heuristic, keeps monitoring their performance, and remedies any detected degradation. It differentiates whether a degraded sandbox is affected externally by separating a contention-free environment and migrating the affected sandbox into there as a comparison baseline. (2) For frequently-invoked functions, Owl profiles the interference patterns among collocated sandboxes and place the sandboxes under the guidance of profiles. The collocation profiling is designed to tackle the constraints that profiling has to be conducted in production. Owl further consolidates idle sandboxes to reduce resource waste. We prototype Owl in our production system and implement a representative benchmark suite to evaluate it. The results demonstrate that the prototype could reduce VM cost by 43.80% and effectively mitigate latency degradation, with negligible overhead incurred.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is gaining increasing popularity in cloud computing. All major cloud providers have FaaS platforms [1–4] that allow users to write scalable, event-driven applications as a set of stateless, short-running functions. The FaaS platforms overtake the burden of resource management on behalf of users, including function provisioning, autoscaling, logging, and fault-tolerance. The platforms charge users only when their functions are running.

As the FaaS platform bears the cost of resource idling, reducing the resource provisioning cost (i.e., using fewer machines and less machine-time) is of paramount importance for the provider. Largely affecting the cost is the function scheduling. In a common FaaS platform, it launches a number of host machines (virtual or bare-metal) in a cloud as needed and run function instances as sandboxes (containers or secure sandboxes [20]) in hosts. When a function invocation request arrives, the scheduler routes it to an available function sandbox for execution. If no sandbox is currently available, the scheduler selects a host and places a new sandbox onto it to execute that request. The goal of scheduling is to dynamically pack function sandboxes to as few hosts as possible, without causing noticeable performance degradation.

To achieve this goal, we first conduct extensive trace analysis (§2.2) in our FaaS platform, Alibaba Function Compute [1],
that serves a large number of users from various business domains. Our analysis reveals that most function sandboxes can only utilize 20–60% of their memory allocations. Furthermore, to avoid frequently cold-starting an instance, the platform retains an idle sandbox for a short period of time before terminating it, a technique known as keep-alive [30]. In our platform, keep-alive results in 25% of sandboxes idling for over half of their lifetimes.

Intuitively, the resource waste can be reduced with over-commitment, i.e., placing more sandboxes on a host than the allocation limit allows. However, the existing techniques of overcommitment are not directly applicable to FaaS. For instance, the overcommitment of container workload [7] and analytics tasks [24] allocates resources to containers by their real usage. But our experiment (§3.1) shows that the allocation based simply on actual usage could easily lead to performance degradation of the functions. It results from the unique characteristics of FaaS scenario.

The scheduling in FaaS differs from other scenarios mainly in two aspects. 1. The function executed in each sandbox is highly heterogeneous and difficult to profile. Allowed to upload arbitrary code, the customers of FaaS span various industries and application domains. Hence unlike the analytics tasks that are often compute-intensive, a function could utilize multiple resources. The complex resource usage explains the degradation in our overcommitment experiment (§3.1). Due to function heterogeneity, the profiling has to be conducted over multiple resource types. Some of their usage (e.g., CPU and I/O devices) are dynamic and volatile on a short scale, and cannot be accurately measured with a single value. Many task scheduling techniques [12, 19, 21, 22] thus fall short in FaaS scheduling because they presume the availability of a per-task profile. 2. As FaaS provides no functionality of storage or coordination, the functions usually involve some external services, such as the message queue, database or file system provided by the cloud. They could unexpectedly become a potential source of performance problems in FaaS platform. For example, their failure could degrade the request latency and the provider has to distinguish it from the scheduling-related degradation. The above two issues have shaped our design of the scheduling system.

Challenged by the difficulty of profiling in FaaS, we rethink how the resource usage can be described and develop a new technique—collocation profiling (§5.1). It does not measure the fine-grained usage of each resource, but counts how many sandboxes can be collocated on a host without causing contention, even when they all have saturated load. An example profile could be function A can have at most five and seven sandboxes collocated on a host respectively. It enables the system to explore which two functions can be suitably collocated to achieve high utilization and low contention. The choice of two avoids the exponentially many combinations of functions and mixes function sufficiently well in practice.

We develop the idea of collocation into a placement system (§5.2). It mainly consists of two modules—a profiler that collocates functions and measures performance, and a placer that determines the sandbox location following the profiles. The challenge in designing the profiler is that it cannot invoke any function without user requests. Otherwise the invocation may cause unexpected side effect such as tainting users’ database or disturbing users’ devices. We thus design an in-production profiling procedure that can be conducted during serving the real user requests. The procedure calls the scheduling primitives to incrementally place more sandboxes onto a separated clean host and route requests to saturate them. As the sandboxes increase, the profiler observes how performance changes and selects the optimal quantity for the profile. However, it only applies to popular functions, because only popular ones can have sufficient requests to be profiled. We address the limitation by designing a complementary scheduling approach, which will be described shortly.

How to integrate the profiles in placement is the core problem we tackle in placer design. We first formulate the offline scenario—given a fixed number of different sandboxes, how to collocate them together—and design an algorithm that iteratively packs sandboxes following the most resource-efficient collocation. Then we extend it to the online setting by introducing a periodic update scheme that can partially update the cluster with the offline algorithm. Our profile-guided placer ensures that resources are properly overcommitted so as to avoid contention-resulted degradation in the first place.

For less popular functions that can not be profiled, the placer falls back to usage-based over-commitment, i.e., allocates resource according to their historical usage. It mitigates the ensuing degradation problem with latency monitoring and degradation remedy (e.g., sandbox isolation, migration). The challenge of monitoring in FaaS is that sometimes the detected performance drop is not caused by overcommitment but other issues unrelated to scheduling. For example, a user function may depend on an external gateway service whose timeout causes the latency surge. As this problem has nothing to do with resource contention, the scheduler should be able to differentiate it and stop a futile attempt to improve sandbox placement. We design a comparative validation technique to achieve that. It places the affected sandboxes in a contention-free environment and compares
the resulting performance with the previous measurement. If the degradation persists, it confirms that the cause is from an external source that cannot be addressed by scheduling.

We have implemented a prototype scheduler, Owls, in our FaaS platform (§6). It has a hybrid design that differentiates between the popular and less popular functions. For the popular functions, Owls actively maintains their collocation profiles and uses them to guide the sandbox placement. It further consolidates the idle sandboxes to reduce resource waste whenever possible (§5.3). For the less popular functions, Owls overcommits resources when placing their sandboxes and reactively mitigates the detected performance degradation following the pre-specified rules.

We evaluate Owls in a cluster up to the scale of 200 VMs, against a benchmark suite that reflects the complexity of FaaS workloads in our production platform. The FaaS applications included in the suite span various business domains, are implemented in multiple programming languages, and have diverse external service dependencies. The benchmark suite has been released as open-source. The evaluation shows that Owls reduces the VM provisioning cost by 44% without degrading the function performance. The scheduling overhead, including both collocation profiling and reactive contention mitigation, is negligible.

To summarize, this paper makes following contributions:

- We define the events that trigger these functions, and let the FaaS platform manage function provisioning and scheduling. Figure 1 gives an overview of FaaS scheduling in our platform. A user request may trigger two types of scheduling decisions: placement or routing. If the requested function has no idle instance, the scheduler chooses a VM and places a new instance on it, which runs in a sandbox (a secure container similar to gVisor [20]). Note that the chosen VM must have enough memory to accommodate the function’s allocation demand. If the function has multiple sandboxes available for the request, the scheduler chooses one and routes the request to it for execution.

- By default, our scheduler uses first-fit bin-packing for sandbox placement and the most-recently-used (MRU) request routing algorithm. The scheduler maintains an inventory of running VMs and places a new sandbox onto the first VM that can accommodate it. (AWS Lambda is reported to adopt a similar strategy [37].) When performing request routing, the scheduler prioritizes the most recently invoked sandbox. This strategy is designed in accordance with the keep-alive mechanism, in which a sandbox can stay idle for up to five minutes before terminating by the platform. The MRU routing algorithm results in a longer idle time for the least invoked sandboxes so that their resources can be reclaimed sooner.

From the provider’s perspective, the goal of FaaS scheduling is two-fold: (1) packing the function sandboxes to as few VMs as possible to minimize the platform’s resource provisioning cost, and (2) in the meantime protecting the performance of user functions. However, our current scheduler falls short in achieving the two objectives, as we explain below.

2.2 Workload Characterization
To understand the challenges of FaaS scheduling, we collect an one-day trace (on the scale of $O(10^6)$ invocations) from our production platform that serves a large number of users running diverse applications, such as e-commerce, online education, manufacturing, and SaaS providers. We analyze the trace and have the following findings.

Underutilized Resources By default, a function sandbox receives an full allocation of memory as specified in the user configuration, which is usually more than the function can actually use. Figure 2 (red dashed line) depicts the cumulative distribution of memory utilization (in proportion of the allocation). Most sandboxes can only use 20–60% of their allocated memory. There are two main reasons of memory under-utilization. First, at the moment, the minimum memory size one can configure for a function is 128 MiB [13]. However, many functions perform rather simple computations with memory footprint much smaller than 128 MiB.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 FaaS Scheduling from Provider’s View
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) emerges as a new computing paradigm that greatly simplifies cloud programming: users simply package their application code as a set of functions,
Second, we find that many users intentionally configure a larger memory for the sake of obtaining more CPU cores for their applications, as in current FaaS platforms memory and CPUs are allocated in a fixed proportion (e.g., 1.5 GiB per core in our platform [14]). Like in other FaaS platforms, a function sandbox is not terminated immediately once becoming idle, but it will be kept alive for a configurable short period of time (5 minutes in our platform): if no request is received during that interval, the sandbox is then terminated. This keep-alive mechanism [30] is used to avoid frequent tear-and-wear cost due to sandbox creation and destroying. However, we find that it results in a long idling time for a large number of sandboxes. Figure 2 (blue solid line) shows the distribution of the keep-alive idling period relative to the sandbox’s lifetime. There are 25% of sandboxes kept alive in idle for over 50% of their lifetimes.

Skewed Function Popularity Just like other cloud services, such as storage and data analytics [10, 23, 40, 42], FaaS functions have highly skewed popularity. A small number of extremely popular functions spawn a large number of sandboxes in the system. In our traces, 61% of sandboxes belong to 0.65% of functions that are of top popularity. Moreover, the top 5% (20%) functions create 88% (97%) of sandboxes. Our observation is in line with that reported by Microsoft Azure [30]. The skewed popularity results in an undesirable scheduling consequence that sandboxes belonging to the same popular function are concentrated on VMs. Figure 3 shows the number of the belonging functions of sandboxes running on each VM. Around 65% of VMs exclusively run sandboxes of one function. As these sandboxes run the same function code, they contend on the same type of resource (e.g., I/O) while leaving the other resources (e.g., memory and CPU) underutilized.

Diverse Performance Requirements While in general a FaaS platform should provide low latency for functions, users have different performance expectations and requirements for their applications. We have interviewed our service operators [6] about the top clients and their service requirements. The feedback suggests that the requirements vary depending on the business domains. For example, the payment function from an e-commerce service is sensitive to latency fluctuation as it is in the critical path of transaction processing. In comparison, the data compression functions deployed by a log processing company are more tolerant to latency variations. In fact, some user applications invoke functions asynchronously, queuing their requests for batch processing. These functions are inherently tolerant of a long latency.

Drawing on the findings above, it is imperative to design a new FaaS scheduler that can (1) tightly pack functions to VMs to achieve high cluster utilization, (2) be aware of the diverse latency requirements of user functions and strive to meet them, and (3) efficiently make scheduling decisions with low overhead.

3 THE CHALLENGES OF OVERCOMMITMENT

Given the significant memory under-utilization of function sandboxes (§2.2), a mitigatory scheduling approach is to overcommit more sandboxes on a VM beyond its memory limit. However, this may result in prolonged function executions due to the increased resource contention (§3.1). To make the problem even more complicated, the latency increase may also be caused by other unrelated issues beyond the scheduler’s control (§3.2). It is thus necessary for the scheduler to differentiate between different sources of degradation and judiciously perform overcommitment.

3.1 The Risk of Overcommitment

Usage-Based Overcommitment We design a heuristic scheduling algorithm that overcommits resources by allocating memory to sandboxes based on their past usage (which is typically smaller than the configured size). To prevent the out-of-memory error, the algorithm also allocates some “slack” memory. Specifically, for each function, we maintain a running estimate of memory usage \( u \) by averaging over the past 1000 requests. Supposing its configured runtime size is \( c \), the algorithm allocates \( pu + (1 - p)c \) memory to its sandbox at creation, where \( p \) is a tunable percentage controlling the slack space. In this paper, we set \( p \) as 50% as it strikes a good balance between resource saving and slowed function execution.

Problems of Usage-Based Overcommitment The usage-based overcommitment scheme can effectively improve resource utilization. Yet, it has several drawbacks that may harm the function performance. First, its fixed allocation may slow down some functions with fluctuating memory usage, because their memory operations could be clogged by the reduced allocation. Second, the scheme only considers the sandbox memory but ignores its CPU utilization. Though memory-based placement is a common practice in public
FaaS platforms, it may result in an unsuitably high placement density for CPU-intensive functions. Third, the scheme does not account for the contention between collocated sandboxes.

To demonstrate the impact of these drawbacks, we compare the performance of the same functions in two FaaS clusters with and without overcommitment scheduling, respectively. We run the same workloads (i.e., identical functions and request sequences) in the two clusters. Figure 4 cites the two representative functions whose P95 latency surges by 207% and 107%, respectively. Such a significant performance drop is unacceptable for latency-sensitive applications.

3.2 Causes of Degradation

One unique difficulty of tackling performance drops in FaaS is that not all of them are caused by overcommitment, meaning, the occurrence of degradation does not necessarily indicate that the scheduling is problematic. Possible causes include failures of an external dependency or changes in request parameters. We found many anecdotal evidences in our production platform. To name a few, one data processing function was reported to exhibit degraded performance, and the investigation discovered that the root cause was the timeout of its external gateway; another IoT function was caused by an overly condensed sandbox placement. Only the latter cause should (and could) be addressed by the scheduler. We thus propose the following principle to scope the responsibility of FaaS scheduling:

Figure 4: The latency of function DA (detect-anomaly) and CA (convert-audio)\(^2\) degrades because of overcommitment.

\[^1\]The results are extracted from Workload-B with details given in §7.2.

\[^2\]Table 2 lists the function abbreviations.

Following this principle, our scheduler only addresses the performance degradation caused by resource insufficiency or uncontrolled interference.

4 OWL OVERVIEW

In face of the degradation, the scheduler could either apply mitigation after it occurs, or carefully plan the placement beforehand to prevent it from happening. However, for popular functions with many sandboxes, their degradation could be too wide spread to mitigate. For the long-tailed unpopular functions, their large quantity makes it costly to construct a detailed model about their behavior and adjust the placement beforehand. We thus design a hybrid approach that can automatically classify functions based on popularity and schedule them accordingly.

For less popular functions, Owl employs usage-based allocation (§3.1) and tackles the ensuing degradation by monitoring function performance and remediaging the detected slowdown (§4.1); for popular functions, it applies a degradation-preventive measure by profiling the interference patterns of their sandboxes and overcommitting them in a contention-free manner (§4.2). As the profiling requires a function to have sufficient number of requests for a stable period of time, it becomes a natural criteria of popularity for classifying the functions. Hence Owl can automatically decide if the function is popular based on its incoming requests. Figure 5 shows a high-level overview of Owl.

**Scoped Responsibility:** The service provider (and the scheduler) is held responsible only for the degradation caused by the execution environment.

**Performance Rules** In view of the diverse performance requirements of our users, we design a customizable rule format for users to specify their performance objectives. Inspired by SLOs (Service-Level Objectives [8]), the rules accept several choices of metrics measured at a configurable
checking frequency. Below shows the format and a concrete example.

**Format:** Every [interval], check if [metric] [op] [threshold] within [window].

**Example:** Every 30 seconds, check if P95 latency < 300ms within past 1000 requests.

Our current implementation supports the metric of latency or throughput (i.e., requests per second). The former targets online services, whereas the latter suits batch processing applications. The op is a common mathematical comparator. Both the interval and window can be a time interval or a number of requests. The checking interval captures the users' requirement on detection timeliness. The examination window specifies the sensitivity of detection. Users could demand higher performance stability by setting a smaller window size.

### 4.1 Performance Protection

To achieve high utilization, Owl places function sandboxes with the usage-based heuristic. It addresses the potential degradation in three steps. (1) As the basis, Owl monitors the sandbox performance and detects the degradation according to the user-defined rules. Owl provides a flexible rule format to allow users to express their diverse performance requirements. (2) When the degradation occurs, Owl remedies it with a combination of policies. (3) As the degradation may result from external causes beyond the scheduler's control, Owl uses a comparative validation technique to differentiate them.

**Degradation Remedy** When Owl detects a violation to the performance rule, it attempts to remedy the affected sandbox using the following policies:

1. Migrating the affected sandbox to another VM that has the sandboxes of the same function. It presumes that the target VM induce no interference against the function.
2. Migrating the degraded sandbox to another VM with lower utilization. It assumes the target VM has a less degree of contention.
3. Moving away the last created sandbox(es) from the host VM. It aims at relieving the resource pressure on the VM.
4. Migrating the sandbox to a non-overcommitted VM. By default, Owl applies the first policy and, if the function has no other instances, switches to the second policy. When multiple sandbox degradations are detected on a machine, Owl deems it as a VM-level problem and applies the third policy. If the degradation persists after all these trials, Owl turns to the fourth policy as the last resort. That being said, functions are allowed to set their own remedy workflows. For example, a high-priority function can choose the fourth policy as the primary way to address degradation.

**Comparative Validation** In a public FaaS platform, the performance degradation does not always mean the problem of execution environment. As the function invocation accepts custom parameters, the degradation may simply reflect a parameter change. Moreover, many user functions depend on external database, network services, and even other functions. The external degradation can also cause the performance issue. As a concrete example, we have once received customer complaint about slowed latency, which is found to be caused by the timeout in their CDN gateways. The scheduler is thus challenged to accurately differentiate the cause, mitigate those caused by execution environment, and preclude the degradation from unrelated factors.

We design a technique, comparative validation, to verify the cause of degradation. Its underlying assumption is that, if the sandbox is running in a non-overcommitted environment, then its degradation results from the function itself. Hence the core step in validation is to set up a clean environment as the baseline for comparison. Specifically, the scheduler selects a non-overcommitted host machine and migrates the degraded sandbox onto it. Then the scheduler monitors its performance and compares with that before the migration. If the degradation shows no sign of alleviation, Owl confirms that the cause is external. Otherwise, the degradation is concluded to be caused by the execution environment.

We further design a variant of the technique for the functions with a large number of sandboxes. We term the procedure described in the last paragraph as temporal comparison, because it compares the performance before and after migration. If the function has many sandboxes, it is possible to always keep one of its sandbox on a non-overcommitted machine and let it serve as the baseline. The comparison no longer requires migration and can be done in real time. We refer to such setting as the canary comparison. In the technical report [35], we further discuss how the technique reacts to transient external problems.

### 4.2 Degradation Prevention

For popular functions, Owl establishes a sandbox collocation profile, i.e., what function sandboxes and how many of them could be collocated together without incurring detectable contention. Based on this profile, the scheduler performs contention-free overcommitment. We choose to profile popular functions because they have sufficient requests for performance evaluation in various collocation combinations. Besides, popular functions spawn the majority of sandboxes as illustrated in §2.2.

But still, there are an exponentially large number of sandbox combinations on a single VM, so exhaustively profiling each option is computationally prohibitive. We thus restrict the profiling to two functions only. That is, we only allow two...
types of function sandboxes to be collocated on a VM. This restriction substantially reduces the search space. Note that CPU and memory are the two major resource types in FaaS, and the collocation of two functions can well mix sandboxes with complementing dominant resources. Our evaluation confirms the effectiveness of our approach despite such a restriction.

More specifically, the scheduler profiles function performance on VMs with different sandbox collocations in production in search for the contention-free collocation pairs. Figure 5 shows a concrete example, where at most 5 sandboxes of function QV and 4 of CA can be collocated (the lower left VM). This profile can guide Owl to place incoming sandboxes. We will elaborate on how to establish the profile and follow its recommended placement rules in §5. As the collocation profile packs as many sandboxes as possible onto a VM based on the resulting performance, not their configured memory sizes, overcommitment is naturally supported to achieve high utilization. In the mean time, contending sandboxes will not be collocated, thus avoiding the potential performance degradation.

5 PROFILE-GUIDED PLACEMENT

Underpinning the degradation prevention is a profiling technique (§5.1) that discovers contention-free collocations. It guides Owl to maintain contention-free placement among the popular functions (§5.2). However, as we will show in §5.3, the contention is avoided at the expenses of some resources left idle. We thus propose another technique called sandbox consolidation to further reduce the waste.

5.1 Collocation Profiling

Owl learns which functions can be collocated together by varying the placement of different collocations and profiling their performance. We propose a data structure, collocation profile, to store the profiling results. We then design a scheme to profile the collocation of two functions in the production environment. Finally we describe how Owl executes the scheme and constructs the profiles for popular functions.

Collocation Profile Essentially, the profile describes, given two functions, how many of their sandboxes can be collocated on a single VM without contention. Table 1 presents an example profile for a function QV in our benchmark suite (details in §7.2 and Table 2). The last three columns profile its collocation with functions CA, GMM and AL, while the second column is a special case where QV is the only function on a VM. The second row lists the maximum number of sandboxes, e.g., “6 / 10” in the CA column meaning at most 6 QV sandboxes and 10 CA sandboxes can be collocated. The third row records the allocation ratio (i.e., the total allocated memory divided by the machine limit) in each collocation.

Table 1: A sample function profile of QV (abbreviations explained in Table 2). The allocation ratio calculates the ratio of the total allocated memory to machine limit. A value larger than one indicates overcommitment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collocation</th>
<th>QV (self)</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>GMM</th>
<th>AL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Sandbox (self/other)</td>
<td>14 / -</td>
<td>6 / 10</td>
<td>6 / 14</td>
<td>10 / 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloc. Ratio</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owl prioritizes a high-ratio collocation during placement because it implies higher overcommitment. That the ratio is usually greater than one is a consequence of prevalent memory underutilization (§2.2).

Profiling Collocation Performance Given two chosen functions, Owl first singles out a VM and collocates their sandboxes on it.\(^3\) The system then routes requests to keep those sandboxes saturated and observes if any of their performance rule is violated. If not, it fills more sandboxes and repeats the observation. Finally when the performance starts deteriorating, Owl records the sandbox quantity and the allocation ratio in the collocation profile. The example profile in Table 1 is obtained by repeating the procedure for four times (i.e., collocating QV with CA, GMM, AL and itself respectively). The profiling is conducted in the production environment and §6 will explain how the scheduling primitives can complete the involved operations.

The profiling does not affect the service quality in production because Owl is configured with conservative termination criteria. It detects the degradation with a more strict version of the user-defined rule. Specifically, suppose the rule sets the threshold value as \(t\), and the metric calculated from the historical execution is \(h\). The terminating rule will use \(\alpha \cdot t + (1 - \alpha) \cdot h\) as the threshold where \(\alpha \in (0, 1)\) is a tunable parameters for controlling the conservativeness. In practice, we find an \(\alpha\) of 50% can strike a good balance.

Constructing Collocation Profiles For a newly added popular function, Owl builds its profile by first profiling its collocation with itself (cf. the second column in Table 1), and then the collocation with others. Within the building process exist several design considerations.

- **What functions are counted as “popular”?** We define the popular function based on the arrival rate of its requests. As the sandboxes are continuously triggered (i.e., saturated load) during profiling, not every function has adequate incoming requests. Hence a natural criterion is that the requests of a popular function can keep saturating, for a period of time, so many sandboxes that they can fill up one VM. In practice,

\(^3\)How the number of sandboxes is chosen and how Owl adjusts them are described in the technical report [35, §A].
when the requests of a function stay above this threshold, OwI will start collecting its collocation profile. If the arrival rate drops during the profiling, then the process will be interrupted.

- **How many collocation pairs does a profile usually have?** The guiding rule is, for each function, to have collocation with another $\beta$ of the popular functions, where $\beta$ is a tunable percentage. It ensures the scheduler could have enough possible pairs to explore when placing the sandboxes. In practice, we find $\beta$ of 10% is enough for well-mixed collocation. But the actual number in each profile may vary because the profiling may be interrupted. So we design the placement algorithm that works with no requirement on the pair number.

- **How does OwI choose which function to collocate?** When constructing the profile for a function, OwI chooses its collocation based on a resource heuristic. It tries to find the functions with the complementary resource patterns, which are measured by the ratio between memory usage and CPU utilization. For a high-ratio function, OwI attempts to match it with low-ratio ones, and vice versa.

### 5.2 Profile-Guided Placement

With the profiles collected, OwI follows their guidance for a degradation-avoidant placement. For the ease of presentation, we first consider an offline version of the problem, that is, a given fixed set of sandboxes, how to collocate them to achieve high utilization. We design an algorithm that iteratively pairs up the sandboxes according to the profiles. Then we extend the algorithm to the dynamic setting where the sandboxes can be created and terminated.

#### Offline Problem Formulation

At a given moment, suppose the system has a set of functions $F = \{f_1, f_2, \cdots\}$. The corresponding number of their sandboxes is $N = \{n_1, n_2, \cdots\}$. Let $P = \{\cdots, p_{ij}, \cdots\}$ denote the collocation pairs extracted from the function profiles of $F$. That is, if the collocation of $f_i$ and $f_j$ has been profiled, $P$ will include an entry $p_{ij}$ in the form of $(s_i, s_j, a_{ij})$, representing the sandbox quantities and the allocation ratio (as shown in Figure 1). The problem of collocation-based placement can be formulated as, given $F$, $N$ and $P$, how to find a contention-free and high-utilization arrangement $M$, where $M$ is a list of key-value pairs $\{f_i : n_i, f_j : n_j\}$. Each pair corresponds to one VM and means that $n_i$ sandboxes of the function $f_i$ and $n_j$ sandboxes of $f_j$ are collocated.

#### Offline Algorithm

The intuition behind Algorithm 1 is to start with the collocation pair of the highest allocation ratio and pack as many sandboxes according to the pair. Then it iterates along the pairs and repeats the packing until no sufficient sandboxes remain. The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate because the collocation profile has a self-collocation entry. If any sandboxes haven’t been packed with others, they can still be placed with themselves. The generated placement plan can be implemented in the cluster by migrating the sandboxes, which will be described in §6.

#### Online Updating

When some sandboxes are created or terminated, the placement generated by Algorithm 1 may no longer be optimal and thus need an update by recalculating the placement. However, if the recalculation involves all sandboxes, the update would be time-consuming. We introduce a marking mechanism that helps reduce the VMS in each update. Specifically, every time a new arrangement is generated, the VMS whose sandboxes exactly matches a collocation pair (Line 6) are marked as “full”. They will be excluded from the next update. When any sandbox gets removed from a “full” VM, its mark will be revoked. When over $\gamma$ (a tunable percentage) of the VMS no longer have the mark, a placement update will be launched. Since the placement is no longer updated after each sandbox creation, the new sandboxes are placed onto separate VMS first. The separation guarantees those sandboxes can not interfere with each other. Those VMS will be included in the next placement update. In practice, we set $\gamma$ to 10% to avoid too large-scale update.

To further reduce the placement latency of a new sandbox, we maintain a per-function placement cache to memorize the positions of the terminated sandboxes. For instance, when a sandbox of function QV is removed from VM1, we insert a placeholder of VM1 into the cache of QV. Next time a sandbox of QV is requested by VM1, we insert a placeholder of VM1 into the cache of QV. The insertion of VM1 then its “full” mark will be restored.

#### 5.3 Consolidating Sandboxes

The placement in §5.2 prevents contention even under the saturated load, but causes resource waste at a lower load. It is because the collocation profile is obtained under the condition of saturated load, a worst-case assumption about the runtime environment. However in reality, the function load may fluctuate and some of the sandboxes may become idle, thus incurring resource waste.

---

4In comparison, some sandboxes are left over and not paired with other in Algorithm 1, so their host VMS are not "full".

---

### Algorithm 1 Place sandboxes according to function profiles.

1: $M = [\ ]$: The placeholder for resulting placement.
2: function PLACE($F$, $N$, $M$)
3: \hspace{1em} Sort $P$ by allocation ratio in descending order.
4: \hspace{1em} for each $p_{ij} = (s_i, s_j, a_{ij})$ in $P$ do
5: \hspace{2em} $t \leftarrow \min\{\lfloor n_i/s_i\rfloor, \lfloor n_j/s_j\rfloor\}$
6: \hspace{2em} Append $\{f_i : s_i, f_j : s_j\}$ to $M$ for $t$ times.
7: \hspace{1em} $n_i \leftarrow n_i - ts_i, n_j \leftarrow n_j - ts_j$
Algorithm 2 Consolidate idle sandboxes.

1: function CONSOLIDATE
2:  for \( f \in \text{profile-enabled functions} \) do
3:     \( C \gets \text{sandboxes of } f \text{ that idle for 80\% of the past period} \)
4:  end for
5:  \( M \gets \text{VMs that host sandboxes in } C \)
6:  for \( m \in M \) do
7:     Collect CPU share and memory of \( m \) in past period.
8:     Calculate the resource slack of \( m \).
9:     for \( c \in C \) do
10:        Calculate the average CPU share of \( c \) in past period
11:        \( m \gets \text{VM with smallest sufficient slack for } c \)
12:     Migrate \( c \) to \( m \) if \( m \) exists and \( c \) is not on \( m \).

Algorithm 2 mitigates the problem by consolidating the mostly idle sandboxes. The intuition is to migrate those sandboxes from less utilized VMs (i.e., with more resource slack) to more utilized ones, so that the latter can consolidate more resources. The source VMs of migration are revoked of its “full” mark and they are included in the next update to increase utilization. Note that the consolidation in Algorithm 2 is conducted within each functions, i.e., the source and target VM of the migrated sandbox both already have other function instances. Hence the migration will not cause any functions to be collocated unexpectedly.

However, if the migrated idle sandbox starts to receive more requests, it may contend with other sandboxes. For instance, suppose a VM can have at most 10 sandboxes being concurrently invoked. If we migrate two more idle sandboxes onto it, we have to prevent more than 10 sandboxes from being triggered. We thus introduce grouped routing whose purpose is to keep the overall resource usage of a VM within the same level as before migration. Specifically, the scheduler creates a group structure to logically bind the two migrated sandboxes with two existing sandboxes. The router ensures that at most two sandboxes in the group will be simultaneously invoked, thus keeping the overall resource usage in check.

6 OWL SCHEDULING SYSTEM

This section describes how the components in Owl fulfills the functionalities of performance protection and degradation prevention.

6.1 System Design

System Architecture Owl mainly consists of two components, the scheduler and the watchdog (Figure 6). The former performs the scheduling decisions during request processing, including the placement and routing. To shorten the latency, we separate other operations into the watchdog, a background component that monitors and profiles the sandbox performance. Within the scheduler are a centralized placer and multiple separate routers. The routers are created on a per-function basis so that they can leverage multiple CPU cores and sustain high throughput. The placer is centralized because it requires a consistent view of cluster status to perform placement decision. We discuss how to scale it in §8.

The VM cluster is logically partitioned into three zones. The planned zone is primarily for popular functions with guided placement. The mixed zone is for the rest of the functions. Their resources are overcommitted and their performance is protected by the remedy mechanism. The control zone is a non-overcommitted environment which would serve as the comparison baseline in comparative validation and the last resort for degradation remedy.

Scheduling Primitives The design of Owl presumes the availability of several sandbox operations, such as adjusting sandboxes in profiling, migrating them during remedy, and grouped routing for consolidated sandboxes. The scheduler provides several RPC primitives for those operations.

- Route Diversion: Lower the priority of a given sandbox during routing. It is mostly triggered after a degradation is detected.
- Route Prioritization: Increase the priority as opposite to route diversion. It can prioritize a sandbox and keep it being saturated by requests, which is a required condition for collocation profiling.
- Sandbox Migration: Create a new sandbox, replace the original one in the router, and then terminates the original one. The termination waits until the original sandbox finishes the request and the new one starts processing to ensure the processing is not interrupted.
- Sandbox Grouping/Ungrouping: Group together/ungroup a set of sandboxes so that their requests will stay within the allocation limit.

Scheduling Workflow As shown in Figure 6, 1 when a request requires a new sandbox, the placer searches for its...
appropriate placement. If the request belongs to a profile-enabled popular function, the placer will conduct the two-phase placement as described in §5.2. If otherwise, the placer allocates the sandbox in the mixed zone with usage-based overcommitment (§3.1). After creation, the sandbox is inserted into the record of router. It dispatches the requests with the MRU policy in general, and adjusts the routing when the diversion, prioritization and sandbox grouping is in effect. If the function has sufficiently high request load for profiling, the profiler coordinates the collection of its collocation profiles. The profiles are communicated to the placer to be consulted in collocation-based placement. When the function performance violates the performance rule, the degradation will be detected by the monitor. It issues RPC calls to the scheduler to attempt a remedy. The monitor also checks the utilization of sandboxes and initiates the consolidation (§5.3).

6.2 System Implementation

We prototype Owl in the production system with roughly 7000 lines of Go code. The prototype extends the original scheduler, which has a similar architecture as OpenWhisk: in our system, the scheduler schedules requests to host machines; in OpenWhisk, the Controller schedules Invocations to Invokers. For the readers interested in the original scheduler, we refer them to OpenWhisk for reference. Below we describe how the major components in the prototype are implemented.

6.2.1 Scheduler. The scheduler exposes an interface as an RPC server. Its interacts with the rest of the FaaS platform by receiving incoming requests and returning which sandboxes it selects to execute them. If no available sandbox exists, the scheduler creates new ones and returns them as result. Within the scheduler are two major types of modules: the routers are created on a per-function basis, and a centralized placer for determining placement.

Router For each function, a router maintains a list of busy sandboxes and an ordered list of available sandboxes. The order follows how recently the sandbox has been invoked. The router tends to pick the first sandbox so that the less invoked sandboxes can stay idle for longer and get recycled sooner (due to the keep-alive mechanism). The scheduling primitives are implemented as the operations on the sandbox list. The route diversion marks a sandbox as unschedulable and the router will skip it during routing. We add a separate list for route prioritization so that the prioritized sandboxes can be picked first. The sandbox grouping associates a group data structure with all the involved sandboxes. The group records how many sandboxes in it are currently being invoked. Every time a router selects the sandbox within the group, it has to update the record. Whenever the recorded requests consumes more than the resource limit, the grouped sandboxes will be skipped during routing.

Placer When a new sandbox is being created, the placer determines its location in the cluster. If all host machines are fully utilized, the placer acquires new machines from the public cloud. The system maintains a buffer pool of vacant machines to accelerate the acquisition process. To logically separate the cluster into three zones, each machine is labelled with planned, mixed or control. For the functions without collocation profiles, the placer searches for its placement on the mixed machines, following the naive overcommitment (§3.1) algorithm. For profiled functions, the placer instead follows the profile-guided algorithm (§3.2) and only places them onto the planned machines. The control machines are reserved for sandbox isolation or collocation profiling, and the sandboxes are usually migrated onto them. The primitive of sandbox migration is implemented as three steps: creating a new sandbox, inserting its record into the router and tearing down the original sandbox. Note that it is different from the live migration of a long-running container in that no real data migration is performed. The stateless nature of FaaS sandboxes enables us to use quick recreation as a migration strategy.

6.2.2 Watchdog. The watchdog serves the auxiliary functionality of performance monitoring and function profiling. As it is not directly involved in request serving, we thus implement it as a standalone long-running background component. It also consists of two major modules.

Monitor keeps examining the function performance, applies remedies when the degradation is detected, and validates its cause when the remedy fails. When implementing the monitor, we consider it unscalable to monitor each function separately. Hence the monitoring is carried out by function batches which are aggregated based on the interval of their rules (§4). As a concrete example, a batch may include all functions that are set to check latency every 15 seconds. In our platform, the performance rules and the request records are stored as database tables. Hence the rule-checking is implemented as a SQL computation that joins the two tables, groups the requests by functions, calculates the latency metrics specified by the users and compares them with the threshold values. To accelerate the computation, the table of request records is partitioned by generated timestamps (rounded to seconds) and function checking interval. If the comparison indicates that degradation occurs, the monitor takes remedial actions that are outlined in §4.1. If the degradation persists after remedies, the monitor performs comparative validation to verify the potential cause. If the cause is proven external, the monitor records the comparison.
Table 2: Short description of the benchmark suite. Please refer to our technical report [35] for full details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Mem. Size</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QV: Query Vacancy state.</td>
<td>256MiB</td>
<td>~70MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS: Reserve a parking Spot.</td>
<td>256MiB</td>
<td>~70MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL: Anonymize Log from MQ.</td>
<td>1024MiB</td>
<td>~20MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL: Filter Log from MQ.</td>
<td>1024MiB</td>
<td>~20MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO: Detect Object in image.</td>
<td>3072MiB</td>
<td>~1700MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI: Classify an Image.</td>
<td>2560MiB</td>
<td>~500MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM: Get Media Metadata.</td>
<td>128MiB</td>
<td>~20MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA: Convert Audio encoding.</td>
<td>256MiB</td>
<td>~100MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: Ingest Data from IoT.</td>
<td>768MiB</td>
<td>~10MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA: Detect Anomaly in data.</td>
<td>768MiB</td>
<td>~10MiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

results so that the system operators could manually inspect them later.

**Profiler** manages the profiling procedures of popular functions. It periodically scans the recent request rate of functions and the completeness of their collocation profiles. When it finds a function with sufficient requests but incomplete profile, it pushes the function into a queue to be profiled. During the procedure, the adjustment of sandbox quantity is implemented with migration. If the incoming requests decreases during the profiling, or the monitor discovers an external problem, the profiling will be immediately aborted.

## 7 EVALUATION

We prototype Owl in our production system and evaluate its effectiveness and overhead. The evaluation highlights include:

- Owl reduces VM cost by 43.80% on a representative benchmark without violating the performance rule of tail latency (§7.2 and §7.6).
- Owl has comparable scheduling latency and scalability to the existing scheduler (§7.3).
- Owl can effectively distinguish the degradation caused by different factors (§7.4).
- Owl incurs little overhead from comparative validation and placement migration (§7.5).

### 7.1 Benchmark Suite

We design a benchmark suite for evaluating the effectiveness of our scheduler design. We cannot borrow user functions as they may have unexpected side effects on users’ data. Although several benchmarks [26, 41] exist for the serverless scenario, they are not suitable for scheduler evaluation because the majority of them are either single-resource test programs or data processing applications. The former has too simplistic resource behavior to emulate the normal user functions. The latter is not sufficiently representative of our customer base. Hence in our benchmark suite (Table 2 and more details in the technical report [35]), the applications span the three most popular domains in our production environment: backend hosting, multi-media processing and IoT data analytics. We select five real-world applications from existing customers and implement part of their functionality. The functions therein covers different memory size\(^1\), external dependencies and programming languages. The source code of the benchmark can be accessed via https://github.com/All-less/faas-scheduling-benchmark.

### 7.2 End-to-End Comparison

We first evaluate how Owl and each of its techniques affect the resource utilization and function performance.

**Testbed** The system is deployed with each component running on a VM instance with 8 CPU cores, 16GiB memory and 2.5Gbps network. The VMs for hosting function sandboxes have 2 CPU cores, 4GiB memory (where 3GiB is allocatable and 1GiB is reserved for system components) and 1Gbps network. The host VMs are dynamically acquired over the course of experiment and they can reach hundreds of VMs.

**Baselines** Four variants of the scheduler are included in the comparison.

- **Baseline (Base):** The scheduler in the production system without overcommitment and performance awareness.
- **Overcommitted (Base-OC):** The scheduler that only implements naive overcommitment (§3.1).
- **Profile-Guided (Owl-PG):** The Base-OC scheduler that adds profile-guided placement (§5.2).
- **Owl:** The Owl-PG scheduler with sandbox consolidation (§5.3) enabled.

Base and Base-OC represent two extremes in the design space: the former does not cause degradation yet is resource-inefficient; the latter saves the most resources but its induced degradation is unacceptable in production.

**Workload** Each workload consists of a set of benchmark functions and request traces. The trace is a record of function invocations, including their quantity and time. We expect the workload to possess a similar degree of complexity as in the production environment. Hence we sample the traces directly from production logs. We have collected three workloads (labeled as Workload-A, B, and C), each with the same benchmark suite and ten different request traces. Their scale is chosen to occupy 100, 120, and 80 VMs respectively.

**Methodology** For each scheduler variant, we clear the VMs, deploy the scheduler, execute the benchmark workload and collect the metrics. We test all the variants on all

\(^1\)Following the common practice [38], the memory size is configured such that the cost of a single request is the lowest.
Figure 7: Each row reports the VM time and the tail latency of ten functions of a workload. The functions with a warning sign on the upper right corner show degradation in the Base-OC trial; they are marked as profile-enabled in the Owl-PG and Owl trial. (The symbols in the order of Base, Base-OC, Owl-PG, Owl)

three workloads. At the beginning of each trial, we warm up some sandboxes because a scheduler in production rarely encounters an empty cluster and the warm-up could avoid a surge of sandbox creation. The prewarming creates for each function 60% of its peak number of sandboxes. The peak is estimated from the maximum request rate in the trace.

The performance rule for benchmark functions is specified as “P95 latency should not increase by more than 25%”. The figure 25% is chosen because the function latency in the non-overcommitted environment can vary as much as 20% (e.g., ID in Workload-A). Across the workloads, we change the functions that Owl-PG and Owl scheduler provide performance protection to. As the request trace differs in each workload, the same function receives a different number of requests and becomes differently susceptible to resource contention across the experiment. If Base-OC causes a function to break the performance rule, we configure it as profile-enabled in Owl-PG and Owl.

Metrics We quantify resource costs with the VM time, i.e., the total time of VMs that are occupied by some sandboxes in the benchmark workload. It measures the purchasing cost of those VMs in a pay-as-you-go billing model. The function performance is measured by its P95 latency throughout all requests. We repeat each experiment for three times and report the average and the standard deviation of the metrics.

Results Figure 7 presents the results of three workloads. Overall, Owl reduces the VM time by 43.80% without any function breaking the performance rule. As a concrete example, in workload-A, Base acquires 92 VMs in total and Owl 49 VMs. Inspected closely, Base-OC saves 44.26% of VM time over Base, which means overcommitment brings the most of resource saving. Yet it causes the degradation in tail latency, such as QV, RS, CA in Workload-A, DA, CA, GMM in Workload-B, and QV, CA in Workload-C. By enabling profile-guided placement for those functions, Owl-PG manages to mitigate their degradation with an average increase of 9.24% in VM time. The increase mainly comes from a lesser extent of overcommitment for those functions. Finally, the sandbox consolidation in Owl further reduces the VM cost by 8.53%. In our technical report [35], we sample several VMs and examine how different schedulers place the sandboxes.

7.3 Scheduling Latency
The fact that FaaS requests are usually short-lived highlights the importance of timely scheduling in FaaS. We thus examine the scheduling latency of Owl in the end-to-end experiments. We define the latency as the time of placement and routing decision and it does not include the sandbox creation. Figure 8 (left) plots the latency percentiles across three workloads. In general, Owl schedules at a similar speed as the Base, their median latency being 0.959ms and 1.853ms respectively. The difference is much shorter than the creation time of a sandbox, thus having no significant effect. The longer average latency mainly comes from the checking of sandbox group.

We further evaluate how the scheduler scales with the increasing QPS through a controlled experiment. Both Base and Owl receive a request flow of varying speed and we record how their average latency changes. They demonstrate a similar level of scalability in Figure 8 (right). It is worth mentioning that the system in experimentation is adapted from the production system and it includes various other components, such as billing management, plugin instrumentation, etc. They add extra overhead and constrain the system scalability. Hence a meaningful interpretation is that Owl.
We design a microbenchmark study which simulates the validation cost with the profile-guided placement baseline. We define popular functions as those with over 10 VMs. We add one extra VM for each function throughout the trace and calculate the total machine time. The result increases by 0.254% from the original time in the trace. The negligible increase has two reasons. First, the popular functions only account for a small proportion, 12.34%, in our platform. Hence the added VMs have a relative small scale. Second, the popular functions already occupy a large number of VMs, with top ones easily taking hundreds or thousands. They eclipse the cost of the added extra VM.

We then calculate the additional cost for non-popular functions, assuming they use temporal comparison. Mohammad et al. [30] report that only 20% of applications have invocations more frequent than once per minute. Those less frequent functions require no comparison because it takes a long time to accumulate a number of requests that have statistical significance. Hence we assume the validation is mainly for the top 20% functions. We similarly simulate that we add another one VM for each of them. In our trace, the resulting VM number only rises by 0.646%. Therefore, we argue the comparative validation incurs negligible overhead.

7.4 Validating Degradation

We design a microbenchmark study which simulates the degradation of a data-processing function with an external database dependency. Owl could differentiate the causes of the degradation. The details are deferred to our technical report [35] due to the page limit.

7.5 System Overhead

The overhead of Owl comes from two sources: the comparative validation in performance monitoring and the sandbox migration in placement update.

Validation We simulate the validation cost with the production trace used in §2.2. We consider the popular and non-popular functions separately because they have different validation techniques. For popular functions, they are suitable for canary comparison (§4.1) and each requires one control machine (i.e., non-overcommitted) to serve as a comparison baseline. We define popular functions as those with over 10 VMs. We add one extra VM for each function throughout the trace and calculate the total machine time. The result increases by 0.254% from the original time in the trace. The negligible increase has two reasons. First, the popular functions only account for a small proportion, 12.34%, in our platform. Hence the added VMs have a relative small scale. Second, the popular functions already occupy a large number of VMs, with top ones easily taking hundreds or thousands. They eclipse the cost of the added extra VM.

Migration We calculate the migration cost in Workload-A (§7.2) and its ratio to the overall VM cost. In profile-guided placement (§5.2), if no placement cache exists, the scheduler first places the sandbox separately and then migrates it to a more suitable place. During the migration, an extra sandbox is created and coexists with the original sandbox, thus increasing the total resource usage. By adding up all the migration time in Workload-A, we find the total only accounts for 0.106% of the total VM cost. The reason behind could be understood with a close inspection of the sandbox life cycle. The creation of a typical sandbox lasts for hundreds of milliseconds. But the keep-alive mechanism adds a retention period of five minutes to the life cycle. That means a single migration will incur at most 0.167% increase in the lifetime of a sandbox. Therefore we argue that the migration only causes negligible overhead.

8 DISCUSSION

System Deployment The centralized placer does not restrict scalability because we have a replication mechanism in production deployment. It ensures scalability and fault tolerance by letting each replica handle a portion of user functions. Their underlying VMs are not overlapped to avoid potential conflict. The functions are dynamically partitioned.
among replicas and they will be readjusted when one replica fails. The details on the replication are beyond the scope of this paper.

**Design Limitations** Targeting a commercial platform instead of an open-source one, Owl has embraced several limitations. First, it has to respect the resource quota set by the users. The schedulers such as ENSURE [33] cannot work in our setting because it redistributes resources among functions. The overcommitment in Owl is feasible because it does not factually reduce the resource allocation for any function. The performance guarantee ensures that the functions can get sufficient resources whenever they need. Hence the overcommitment is equivalent to the functions sharing intermittently idle resources. Second, Owl cannot arbitrarily execute user functions during the profiling period. Hence it cannot adopt more advanced techniques [16, 17] that profile how applications react to interference or collocation. Those scenarios could be difficult to set up or lead to performance degradation in our setting. In the technical report [35], we further discuss the scalability and isolation technique of Owl.

9 RELATED WORK

**Scheduling Serverless Functions** §2.1 summarizes the FaaS scheduling into two operations: sandbox placement and request routing. Owl mainly optimizes the former, so do ENSURE [33] and its subproject FnSched [32]. However, they apply to general instead of commercial FaaS platform and their approach violates the constraint of a public platform. They redistribute the CPU share among sandboxes on a single VM to enhance utilization, but public FaaS has to respect the resource quota set by the users. Hermod [25] designs hybrid policies for request routing, but it also cannot apply to our platform. Its policy allows requests to be queued while our platform has to process them immediately by either assigning to an idle sandbox or creating a new one.

FaaS scheduling has been optimized from other aspects besides placement and routing. One of them is the cold start during function boot-up. FaaSNet [36] accelerates it for functions with custom images; SEUSS [11] proposes a unikernel-based architecture for rapid boot-up; Shahrad et al. [30] prewarms containers to avoid cold start. Owl is orthogonal to their optimization and can be deployed with them. Another optimization approach is to search for more resource-efficient configuration for functions. Sizeless [18] and OFC [29] predict the optimal memory allocation with machine learning, and COSE [5] with Bayesian optimization. Their function profiles can be integrated into the profile-guided placement of Owl.

**Scheduling Serverless DAGs** Beyond the granularity of individual functions, many works tackle the problem of scheduling a DAG of functions. To optimize execution time, Xanadu [15] finds the most likely path in each DAG and prewarms the containers to avoid cold start; Atoll [31] partitions the cluster to shorten the scheduling latency for DAG applications; Sequoia [34] prevents unexpected platform bugs during the execution; Pheromone [39] improves the data locality during DAG execution using a data-centric function orchestration approach. To enhance resource utilization, ORION [28] rightsizes the resource allocation for each DAG; Kraken [9] adapts the container provision within the DAG. The works above mainly target general DAG applications, and there are other works designed for specialized applications. For instance, Caerus [43] balances the completion time and resource cost of analytics workload; SONIC [27] optimizes for the DAGs that require data passing. Owl can be integrated into those DAG-oriented systems to further reduce resource waste on a container level. Due to the space constraint, more related works are discussed in our technical report [35].

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented Owl, a performance-aware scheduler for public FaaS platform. It supports a flexible rule format that allows users to specify customized performance rules for different functions. For less popular functions, it places their sandboxes with usage-based allocation, keeps monitoring their performance, and remedies any detected degradation. If the degradation persists, it applies comparative validation to confirm the source of the cause. For popular functions, Owl profiles their collocation by adjusting the sandboxes in the production environment. The collocation profile guides the system to generate a contention-free and resource-efficient placement of the sandboxes. It further consolidates the idle sandboxes within those placement to further reduce resource waste. The usage-based allocation and the resource-tight profile achieve the objective of high utilization; the monitoring mechanism and the contention-free profile satisfy the performance requirements. We prototype Owl in our production system and implement a representative benchmark suite to evaluate it. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of Owl in reducing operation cost and ensuring function performance.
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